The monuments of Brú na Bóinne

To Donore, M1 motorway & Drogheda

Exit

Entrance

Pedestrian bridge

Shuttle Bus

Newgrange and Knowth are accessed by a frequent shuttle bus service

The cost of the shuttle bus is included in your ticket bought at the visitor centre.

Journey time is 5-6 mins

Dowth

Visitors wishing to see Dowth can access the monument directly. There is no access via the visitor centre.

Car and Bus Park

The car park closes at different times during the year. See panel at left for times.

While there are over 50 monuments within Brú na Bóinne, only Newgrange and Knowth are accessible to the public.

Please do not attempt to visit any of the monuments on private property without the owner's permission.

The average walking distance covered on a visit to the visitor centre and Newgrange or Knowth is 2km (1km of which is on sloped paths).